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Abstract—Deadbeat direct torque control (DBDTC) calculates 

the voltage vector based on the motor mathematical model and 

tracks the torque and flux reference within only one sampling 

cycle. However, in the traditional DBDTC, the reference torque is 

generated by a speed PI controller, which presents a low dynamic 

and poor precision, particularly under external disturbances. To 

sort out this issue, this paper proposes an improved DBDTC 

control method basing on the sliding mode strategy. First, an 

anti-disturbance sliding mode controller (ASMC) is presented 

which is superior in offering a fast and accurate reference torque 

for DBDTC. Along the way, an extended sliding mode disturbance 

observer is introduced which estimates total disturbances and 

compensates the sliding mode controller. To reduce the chattering 

of sliding mode control, a novel reaching law is proposed. This 

novel reaching law introduces system state variable in the expo-

nential terms of power reaching law, and meanwhile including an 

adaptive exponential reaching action. By this means, it increases 

system convergence rate to the sliding mode surface while sup-

pressing sliding mode chattering. Finally, both simulation and 

experimental results show that the proposed control method has 

better performance in terms of torque ripple reduction, speed 

dynamic response.  

 

Index Terms—permanent magnet synchronous motor, dead-

beat direct torque control, anti-disturbance sliding mode con-

troller, novel reaching law. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IRECT torque control (DTC) has been widely used in 
motor drives due to its simple structure and fast dynamic 

response [1]-[3]. However, the traditional direct torque control 
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for a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) suffers 
the problems of, such as large torque and stator flux ripple, 
inconstant switching frequency, and poor performance at low 
speeds [4]-[6]. 

In this context, predictive control can be applied to fulfill the 
high-performance requirement of PMSM. Predictive torque 
control can be categorized into model predictive torque control 
(MPTC) [7]-[9], deadbeat direct torque control (DBDTC) 
[10]-[12]. Based on the discrete model of PMSM, MPTC op-
timizes the voltage vector to be applied through a cost function, 
however, the available voltage vectors can be quite limited. In 
other words, the model predictive torque control still suffers the 
problem of large torque ripples. Unlike MPTC, the voltage 
vectors of the deadbeat control to feed the motor is completely 
derived from the PMSM model and then transformed into a 
switching signal by pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques. 
In DBDTC, motor torque and stator flux are directly controlled, 
and the idea behind is to track torque and flux within one con-
trol cycle. Therefore, DBDTC has the advantages of a fixed 
switching frequency, small torque ripple, and fast dynamic 
response. 

In recent years, DBDTC for PMSM has been widely studied 
[13]-[16]. In [13], a flux observer with a low sampling fre-
quency in combination with a volt-second-based torque in-
verse model is proposed, which claims to improve the perfor-
mance of DBDTC under a low switching frequency. In [14], 
the presented method switches between two different deadbeat 
controllers depending on a quantized torque regulation error. 
The dynamic and steady performance of the motor are im-
proved, however, this method can be quite laborious to use. In 
[15], stator current and flux observers are proposed to improve 
the performance of DBDTC, however, the influence of in-
ductance and resistance is overlooked. In [16], the DBDTC is 
introduced to optimize the voltage vector choices for a model 
predictive torque controller, which reduces not only the fluc-
tuation of electromagnetic torque and stator flux but also the 
calculational burden of the MPTC. 

In the traditional DBDTC, the reference torque is usually 
generated by speed PI controller. However, when the load 
torque variation and internal parameter perturbation occur, the 
control performance of PI controller is unsatisfactory. Sliding 
mode control (SMC) is a preferable selection because of its 
insensitivity to certain external disturbances and parameter 
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perturbations as well as its robustness and fast response, and by 
far it has been successfully applied in advanced motor control 
fields [17]-[19]. SMC contains discontinuous control term, 
which makes the system have highly robust and can overcome 
the external disturbance and internal parameter perturbation 
imposed on the system. However, it also causes chattering of 
the control system[20]. This problem can be solved by ob-
serving and compensating disturbance with disturbance ob-
server. In [21], a disturbance observer is adopted to compensate 
for the unmodeled uncertainty of the existing speed controller, 
which improves the anti-disturbance capability and robustness 
of the MPTC system. In [22], a method combining an improved 
exponential reaching law and a disturbance observer is pre-
sented to compensate for the reference voltage variation caused 
by the motor parameter perturbation, which improves the sys-
tem robustness against the parameter drift. In [23], the aforesaid 
method is applied to the converter, and the experimental results 
show that both the robustness and stability of the system have 
the potential to be improved. 

Besides, the practical instance of SMC suggest that con-
verging to the equilibrium point is difficult as the system states 
approach the sliding surface and start to slide. In this context, 
the SMC is supposed to switching between the boundaries of 
the sliding surface, which inevitably leads to some chattering 
[24]-[26]. Since the reaching law is closely related to the sliding 
surface reaching manner, the associated chattering has the 
potential to be suppressed by exploiting novel reaching laws. 
[27] first brought up several new reaching laws to reduce slid-
ing mode chattering. In [28], the terminal attractor is added on 
the basis of a traditional reaching law to achieve a fast con-
vergence rate while sliding along the sliding mode surface, 
however, it is overparameterized. In [29], an optimized con-
stant rate reaching law is applied to the sliding mode observer 
for accurate speed estimation. 

This paper investigates a sliding mode control-based 
DBDTC strategy for a PMSM drive. Firstly, the influence of 
the reference torque precision on DBDTC is analyzed, and a 
sliding mode speed controller is proposed to precisely generate 
the reference torque for the DBDTC. Regarding the external 
disturbances, an extended sliding mode disturbance observer 
(ESMDO) is designed to compensate the unmodeled uncer-
tainty while implementing the presented sliding mode speed 
controller, and they form the anti-disturbance sliding mode 
controller (ASMC) of this work. Particularly, to further im-
prove its performance, a novel reaching law is used in the 
ASMC-DBDTC, which is featured by a fast convergence rate 
and proved competence to attenuate the chattering. 

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF DBDTC 

A. PMSM Mathematical Model 

Under the synchronously rotating frame, the PMSM math-
ematical model can be expressed as 
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where 
du , qu and 

di , qi represent the voltages and currents 

of d- and q- axes, respectively; R is stator resistance; Ld and Lq 
are d- and q-axes inductances, for surface-mounted PMSM 

there is Ld=Lq=L; 
d  and q  are d- and q- axes flux link-

ages; f  is permanent Magnet flux linkage; ω is the angular 

velocity; J is the rotational inertia; and Te and TL represent, 
respectively, the electromagnetic and load torques. 

B. Digital delay compensation 

Due to the sample and hold effect as well as the PWM update 
delay, the motor terminal voltage always lags its reference by 
one or more control periods. In other words, for precise control 
of motor voltages, the application of kth instant voltage vector 
shall be advanced to (k+1)th or (k+2)th instants. Evidently, the 
use of kth instant voltage vector does not suffice any longer, 
particularly under a low sampling frequency. Thus, the delay 
compensation is quite necessary. 

Substituting (2) into (1) and applying the forward Euler 
method, the discrete domain stator current model of PMSM 
can be expressed as 
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(5) 

where k represents the kth sampling instant; Ts represents the 
sampling period. 

From (5), the predicted current 1k
si
 can be deduced from the 

voltage k
su  and the feedback current k

si , and in this way, the 

aforesaid digital delay is offset by engaging 1k
si
  in the dead-

beat control. 

C. Reference Voltage Prediction  

To offset the digital delay effect, the predicted current by (5) 
is used, instead of the currently sampled current, to predict the 
electromagnetic torque and flux linkage. This can be partially 
completed by substituting (2) into (1), and it yields 
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In addition, since voltage drop of resistance is much 
smaller than stator voltage when motor operates stably, the 
item of resistance in (6) can be ignored. Then,the amplitude of 
the stator flux linkage can be expressed as 
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where  s  is the stator flux linkage.  

In DBDTC, the predicted flux linkage is supposed to follow 
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its reference within one sampling period, and thus, let 
2 *  k

s s
. * s

 can be obtained as follows 

 
*
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Substitute (2) into (3) and then take the time derivative of 
the torque, it yields 
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Afterward, substitute (6) into (9), it yields 
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Likewise, to track the reference torque within one sampling 

period, let 2 *=k
e eT T . 

Combine (7) with (10), the reference voltage vector for 
DBDTC can be obtained as follows 
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The DBDTC block diagram is shown in Fig.1. 
di and qi are 

obtained by rotation transformation of the sampled three-phase 

currents, and they are then used to compute 1 k
d

, 
1 k

q , 

1k
eT . The reference torque *

eT  is assigned by the speed con-

troller, whereas the reference flux is calculated by (8). Then 
substitute the above variables into (11), the reference voltage 
vector is therefore obtained. The reference voltage in DBDTC 
is concerned with the torque and flux prediction, and thence, 
an accurate reference torque can play an important role in this 
process. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of DBDTC. 

III. PROPOSED ASMC-DBDTC SCHEME WITH NOVEL 

REACHING LAW  

According to the above analysis, the reference torque may 
affect the performance of DBDTC. The traditional DBDTC 
method uses the speed PI controller to generate the corre-

sponding reference torque. However, when the load torque 
variation and internal parameter perturbation occur, the 
control performance of PI controller is unsatisfactory. Slid-
ing mode control has shown the advantage of insensitivity to 
external disturbances and parameter perturbations as well as 
strong robustness and fast response, and thus, in this section an 
ASMC is proposed which is capable to quickly provide an 
accurate reference input for DBDTC. In addition, to further 
improve its performance, a novel reaching law is used in the 
ASMC-DBDTC, which is featured by a fast convergence rate 
and proved competence to attenuate the chattering. 

A. Design of ESMDO 

To compensate the impact of load disturbance and parame-
ter perturbations, an extended sliding mode disturbance ob-
server is used which is then merged with the presented sliding 
mode controller.  

In the presence of parameter perturbations, (4) can be re-
written as 

 

    0 0e LJ J T T B B      . (12) 

where J0 and B0 are the nominal values of the motor inertial and 
friction coefficient, and ΔJ and ΔB are the measured errors of 
motor parameters with respect to their nominal values. 

Define r as the total disturbance which is represented by  

      Lr J B T . (13) 

Then, (13) can be rewritten as 

 0 0   eJ T B r . (14) 

Regard r as an extended state variable, then an extended 
state equation is obtained and given by 

 

1 1

0 0 0
e

B

TJ J J
r r

                          

 (15) 

In the sliding-mode disturbance observer, the speed ω and 
total disturbance r act as the primary goals of observation, and 
hence, the following equation is constructed 
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 (16) 

where r̂  is the estimated total disturbance, ̂  is the esti-

mated value of the speed, and g is the sliding mode coefficient, 
with the control law usmo designed as 
 sgn( ) smou s  

(17) 

where η is negative and ˆ= - S is the preferred sliding-mode 
surface. 

Subtracting (15) from (16) yields the state equation for es-
timation error  
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where ˆ= -  e  and ˆ= re r r . 

To guarantee the estimation error decreases over time, the 
preferences of sliding mode observer should meet 
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Therefore, the coefficient η should satisfy 

 0re B e    . (20) 

Once the observer reaches sliding-mode surface in a finite 

time, and stays on it, there is = =0 e e . In this context, (18) 

can be simplified as
 

 
r smo

r smo

e u

e gu

 
 

. (21) 

Solve (21), one can have  

 gt
re ce

  (22) 

where c is a constant, positive.  
From (22), to force the estimation error to converge to zero, 

the coefficient g needs to satisfy g > 0. 

B. Anti-disturbance Sliding Mode Controller 

The speed error is defined as the PMSM speed regulation 
system state variable: 

 x     (23) 

where   is the reference speed;   is the actual speed. 

Combine (14) with (23), the derivative of x can be expressed 
as 

 1
0 0( )ex J T B r     (24) 

where the total disturbance r which can be replaced by its es-
timate value r̂ . 

An integral sliding mode surface is preferred which is shown 
as follows 

 
0

    0
t

s x c xd c   . (25) 

The traditional sliding mode control only concerns about the 
steady-state without taking care of the sliding process. To gain 
a better control performance, the sliding mode control law can 
use a power reaching law 

 sgn( ) 0,0 1
ds

s s
dt

      ，  (26) 

where s is the sliding surface, λ is the exponent in the power 
function. When s(0)> 0 and s(t) = 0, the reaching time can be 
calculated by integrating (26) from 0 to t. 

 
1(0)

(1 )

s
t



 






. (27) 

From (26) and (27), it can be known that the reaching speed 
is related to the choices of ε and λ. Increasing ε improves the 
reaching speed, however, it also increases the chattering; On 
the other hand, increasing λ also improves the system reaching 
speed when the initial error is far away from the sliding surface, 
but the convergence slows down remarkably when close to the 
sliding surface. Therefore, in practice, the parameters of the 
reaching law should be selected by taking care of both reaching 
speed and chattering level. 

Combine (24) and (25) with (26), the reference torque can be 
obtained as 

 *
0 0 ˆ[ sgn( )]eT J cx s s B r

     . (28) 

C.  Proposed Novel Reaching Law  

Although the power reaching law is able to reach the sliding 
mode surface within a limited time, it suffers a slow reaching 

speed and long reaching time when the system initial state is far 
away from the sliding mode surface, which limits its practical 
value. To circumvent this shortcoming, this paper proposes a 
novel reaching law on the basis of the power reaching law, 
which is expressed as 

 
sgn( ) = ( )

lim 0, 0, 0, 1,0 1, 0, 1

x

t

ds
s s k x s e

dt

x k

      

    





    

       

，
 (29) 

where s is the sliding mode surface and x is the system state 
variable. 

As revealed by (29), the novel reaching law introduces a 
state variable |x| to control the convergence rate, where the 
exponent of |s| can vary along with x now and it forms a varia-
ble power exponential power reaching law with the last term 
corresponding to an adaptive exponential reaching law. The 
following conclusions can be deduced: When the system initial 
state is far away from the sliding surface,  i.e., |x| is relatively 
large and δ approaches α, and in this case, the system state will 
be driven onto the sliding surface swiftly attributed to the ac-
tions of both -ε|s|δsgn(s) and -k|x|γs, and hence, it solves the 
problem of long reaching time in the traditional power reaching 
law. As the system state approaches the sliding mode surface, 
|x| converges to zero and the exponent of |s| approaches λ, 
meanwhile, the adaptive exponential term is almost null. In this 
process, only -ε|s|δsgn(s) is practically engaged, resulting in a 
small chattering while sliding along the sliding mode surface. 

From (29), δ=1 divides the reaching event into, respectively, 
the fast convergence and sliding mode motion phases, and 
plugging this value into (29), it obtains  

 0

1
ln

1
x

 
 





. (30) 

where x0 denotes this division point. As a summary, the system 
state reaches the sliding mode surface quickly when δ>1 and 
slides along the surface when δ<1, which retains the advantages 
of the traditional power rate reaching law with restrained 
chattering. 
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Fig. 2. Reaching behavior contrasts between power reaching law and novel 
reaching law. (a) convergence rate under the power reaching law. (b) Phase 
trajectory of power reaching law. (c) convergence rate under novel reaching 
law. (d) Phase trajectory of novel reaching law. 
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D. Performance Analysis of Novel Reaching Law 

In this section, the reaching speed and chattering level of the 
aforesaid two reaching laws are analyzed. To facilitate the 
contrast, a universal state equation is established below 

 
dx

Ax Fu
dt

  . (31) 

Define the sliding surface s=Cx and its derivative can 
be expressed as follows 

 
ds dx

C
dt dt

 . (32) 

Substitute (29) and (31) into (32), it results in the following 
sliding mode control law 
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where x=[x1,x2]T, x1,  x2 are system state variables. 

As a case study, assume
0 1

0 25
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,
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133
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, 

 15 1C  , and the initial state x(0)=[-2,-2] with ε=15, k=10,  

ɑ=1.5, λ=β=0.5, γ=2. 
The simulations of, respectively, the novel reaching law and 

the traditional power reaching law using the same preferences 
are depicted in Fig.2. Evidently, the system convergence rate is 
faster under the novel reaching law, which means that when the 
system is disturbed, it can return to the steady state faster. 

When the sliding-mode surface is close to 0，the novel 
reaching law can be simplified as 

 = sgn( ( )), = ( )
xds

s s n e
dt

        . (34) 

To analyze the chattering level of the novel reaching law, (34) 
is discretized as 

    1 sgn( ( ))s n s n T x s n
     (35) 

where T is the sampling period. 
Assume the system state reaches the sliding mode surface 

from an initial state of, respectively, s>0 and s<0, i.e., s(n)=0+ 

and s(n)=0-.  
Then, s of the next period, in the case of s(n)=0+, can be 

updated as: 

  1s n T x
   . (36) 

And s of the next period, in the case of s(n)=0-, is given by   

  1s n T x
  . (37) 

According to (36) and (37), the switching boundary width 
of the discrete novel reaching law is 

 2 T x
  . (38) 

Following an analogous principle, the switching boundary 
width of the traditional discrete power reaching law is denoted 
as 

 1 2 T x
  . (39) 

Since the condition    is always fulfilled, one can have 

1  , which suggests that chattering can be restrained under 

the novel reaching law.  
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of NASMC. 

E. Design of ASMC Based on Novel Reaching Law 

To further improve the performance of DBDTC, an an-
ti-disturbance sliding mode controller in conjunction with the 
novel reaching law (i.e., NASMC in this work) is presented as a 
replacement over ASMC. 

Substitute (24) and (25) into (29), the reference torque can be 
rewritten as  

 *
0 0 ˆ[ sgn( ) ]eT J cx s s k x s B r

       . (40) 

where c, ε, k are constants, *
x    , s is the sliding 

surface, r̂  is the estimated total disturbance. 
The block diagram of NASMC is shown in Fig. 3, which 

consists of a sliding mode controller represented by Equation 
(40) and an extended sliding mode disturbance observer rep-
resented by Equation (16). It is expected that the total disturb-
ance of the system will be compensated to the sliding mode 
controller by ESMDO to improve the control accuracy. 

In order to verify the stability of the control method NASMC, 
the Lyapunov theory is applied where the Lyapunov function is 

chosen as 2 / 2V s . According to (24), (25), and (40), the 
following relations can be obtained  

 

1 *
0 0[ ( ) ]

= [ sgn( ) ] 0

eV ss s J T B r cx

s s s k x s
 





     

  
. (41) 

Evidently, the designed control system satisfies the stability 
requirement, and this means the tracking error will converge 
to zero in a finite time. 

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To confirm the validity of the presented NASMC-DBDTC 
method, comparative studies with the former methods, i.e., 
PI-DBDTC, ASMC-DBDTC are carried out via simulation and 
experiment. The motor parameters used for the simulation and 
the laboratory test rig are shown in Table I.  

TABLE I  
 PARAMETERS OF THE MOTOR 

Parameters and units Values 

Rated power Pn/kW 0.4 

Inductance Ld = Lq/mH 6.71 

Flux linkage of permanent magnets ψa/Wb 0.175 

Stator phase resistance R/Ω 1.55 

Viscous friction coefficient B/N·m· s 0.000 3 

Rotational inertia J/kg·m2 0.000 2 
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Fig. 4.  Block diagram of NASMC-DBDTC method. 
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Fig. 5. Steady state results under. (a) PI-DBDTC method. (b) ASMC-DBDTC method. (c) NASMC-DBDTC method. 
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A. Simulation Verification 

The control block diagram of PMSM drives is shown in 
Fig.4, where the ASMC controller is used to replace the PI 
controller to provide a fast and accurate reference torque for the 
next layer DBDTC.  

The electromagnetic torque ripple is defined as 
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Fig.5 demonstrates the steady-state performance of these 
three methods at 1000 r/min under a 3N•m load torque. It can 
be seen from Fig.5 (a) that the torque ripple of the PI-DBDTC 
method is 8.43%. In ASMC-DBDTC method, the torque ripple 
is reduced to 5.72%, however, the current waveform is still not 
that smooth with amounts of chattering. In the case of 
NASMC-DBDTC method, the torque ripple is further reduced 
owing to the novel reaching law, and the current waveform is 
much smoother, which confirms the validity of the presented 
novel reaching law in suppressing the chattering. 

The dynamic performance is also evaluated as shown in 
Fig.6. In the simulation, the motor is rotated to 1000 r/min with 
no load, then a load torque of 1.27N•m is suddenly exerted on 
the shaft at 0.2s. From the simulation results, it can be seen that 
after the load variation, the torque response time of PI-DBDTC 
is 20ms, the speed fluctuation is 18 r/min, and the speed dy-
namic setting time is 10ms. The ASMC-DBDTC outperforms 
the PI-DBDTC in terms of fast torque response, small speed 
fluctuation, and fast recovery to the steady state. However, 

when contrasting Figs.6(b) and (c), it is visible that the 
NASMC-DBDTC method is superior in the dynamic behaviors 
and torque ripples, attributed to the novel reaching law. 
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Fig. 7. Experimental hardware platform. 

B. Experimental Verification  

To further confirm the superiority of the proposed method, 
the aforesaid three methods are comparatively investigated via 
experiment. In the experiment, the control performance is 
judged from the starting time of the motor to a given speed, 
and the motor speed fluctuation, the dynamic setting time 
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when the load torque variations occurs. The shorter the start-
ing time is, the smaller the speed fluctuation is, the faster the 
dynamic setting time is, which means the better the dynamic 
performance is. The experiment hardware platform is shown 
in Fig.7. The experimental motor parameters are as follows: 
rated power 0.4kW, bus voltage 110V, rated current 2.6A, 
rated speed 3000 r/min. 

First of all, the startup performance is experimentally ex-
amined. For this purpose, the motor is started up to 1000 r/min 
with no load using the three control schemes (i.e., PI-DBDTC, 
ASMC-DBDTC, NASMC-DBDTC, respectively). From Fig.8, 
when the PI-DBDTC method is engaged, the speed experi-
ences an overshoot of 50 rpm and the dynamic settling time is 
220ms which is longer than 110ms that of the ASMC-DBDTC 
method. In contrast, the NASMC-DBDTC method has no 
overshoot in the speed profile and the settling time is only 
80ms which reduces the settling time by 27%. 
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Fig. 8. Startup experiment contrast under three methods. (a) PI-DBDTC 
method. (b) ASMC-DBDTC method. (c) NASMC-DBDTC method. 
 

Fig.9 shows the steady-state currents of three different 
methods under the rated load conditions. From the figure, the 
current ripple of PI-DBDTC is evidently large while in the 
ASMC-DBDTC case the ripple is reduced a bit but still larger 
than that in the NASMC-DBDTC case. This test demonstrates 
the presented novel reaching law outperforms in restraining 
the chattering. 
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Fig. 9. Steady-state current waveform under three methods. (a) PI-DBDTC 
method. (b) ASMC-DBDTC method. (c) NASMC-DBDTC method. 
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Fig. 10. Dynamic response experimental results under a varying load torque. 
(a) PI-DBDTC method. (b) ASMC-DBDTC method. (c) NASMC-DBDTC 
method. 

 
The experiments in response to external disturbance are also 

conducted to further evaluate the anti-disturbance performance. 
In this test, an additional load torque of 1.27N·m is abruptly 
imposed at a certain instant of the steady-state. As can be 
known from Fig.10, after the load torque disturbance at a 
speed of 1000 r/min, a speed overshoot and its subsequent 
oscillation are notable in the PI-DBDTC method, with the 
dynamic settling time about 150ms. In contrast, both 
ASMC-DBDTC and NASMC-DBDTC presents a quickly 
damped oscillation in response to this disturbance and the 
proposed NASMC-DBDTC is more efficient. In addition, it 
can be seen that the speed fluctuation of NASMC-DBDTC 
method under a sudden load variation is smaller than other 
two control methods, indicating that it has better an-
ti-disturbance ability. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A sliding mode control along with a disturbance observer is 
presented to improve the speed dynamic of a DBDTC-based 
PMSM drive. Two advanced reaching laws are introduced, i.e., 
the power reaching law and its upgraded version (termed the 
novel reaching law in this work). The SMCs using both 
reaching laws are capable to provide a quick and accurate ref-
erence input for the inner-layer DBDTC, with a decent im-
munity to the external disturbances, however, the proposed 
NASMC-DBDTC using the novel reaching law is more effi-
cient in terms of dynamic performance and the steady-state 
chattering level. Comparisons among PI-DBDTC as well as 
ASMC-DBDTC and NASMC-DBDTC are carried out via the 
simulation and experiment, and the superiority of the proposed 
NASMC-DBDTC is confirmed. 
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